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Abstract

This paper compares a neural network
DSM relying on textual co-occurrences
with a multi-modal model integrating vi-
sual information. We focus on nominal
vs. verbal compounds, and zoom into lex-
ical, empirical and perceptual target prop-
erties to explore the contribution of the vi-
sual modality. Our experiments show that
(i) visual features contribute differently for
verbs than for nouns, and (ii) images com-
plement textual information, if (a) the tex-
tual modality by itself is poor and appro-
priate image subsets are used, or (b) the
textual modality by itself is rich and large
(potentially noisy) images are added.

1 Introduction

Distributional semantic models (DSMs) rely on
the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954), that
words with similar distributions have related
meanings. They represent a well-established tool
for modelling semantic relatedness between words
and phrases (Bullinaria and Levy, 2007; Tur-
ney and Pantel, 2010). In the last decade, stan-
dard DSMs using bag-of-words or syntactic co-
occurrence counts have been enhanced by inte-
gration into neural networks (Baroni et al., 2014;
Levy et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016), or by inte-
grating perceptual information (Silberer and Lap-
ata, 2014; Bruni et al., 2014; Kiela et al., 2014;
Lazaridou et al., 2015). While standard DSMs
have been applied to a variety of semantic related-
ness tasks such as word sense discrimination, se-
lectional preferences, relation distinction (among
others), multi-modal models have predominantly
been evaluated on their general ability to model
semantic similarity as captured by SimLex (Hill et
al., 2015), WordSim (Finkelstein et al., 2002), etc.

In this paper, we compare a neural network
DSM relying on textual co-occurrences with a
multi-modal model extension integrating visual
information. We focus on the prediction of com-
positionality for two types of German multi-word
expressions: noun-noun compounds and parti-
cle verbs. Differently to most previous multi-
modal approaches, we thus address a semantically
specific task that was traditionally addressed by
standard DSMs, mainly for English and German
(Baldwin, 2005; Bannard, 2005; Reddy et al.,
2011; Salehi and Cook, 2013; Schulte im Walde
et al., 2013; Salehi et al., 2014; Bott and Schulte
im Walde, 2014; Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2015;
Schulte im Walde et al., 2016a). Furthermore, we
zoom into factors that might influence the quality
of predictions, such as lexical and empirical tar-
get properties (e.g., ambiguity, frequency, compo-
sitionality); and filters to optimise the visual space,
such as dispersion and imageability filters (Kiela
et al., 2014), and a novel clustering filter.

Our experiments demonstrate that the contribu-
tions of the textual and the visual models differ for
predictions across the nominal vs. verbal compo-
sitions. The visual modality adds complementary
features in cases where (a) the textual modality
performs poorly, and images of the most imagin-
able targets are added, or (b) the textual modal-
ity performs well, and all available –potentially
noisy– images are added. In addition, we demon-
strate that perceptual features of verbs, such as ab-
stractness and imageability, have a different influ-
ence on multi-modality than for nouns, presum-
ably because they are more difficult to grasp.

2 Data

Target Multi-Word Expressions (MWEs)
German noun-noun compounds represent
two-part multi-word expressions where both con-
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(a) Complete set of images.

Cluster

(b) Images in largest cluster.

Figure 1: Clustering filter for abzupfen ’to pick’.

stituents are nouns, e.g., Feuerwerk ‘fire works’
is composed of the nominal constituents Feuer
‘fire’ and Werk ‘opus’. German particle verbs are
complex verbs such as anstrahlen ’beam/smile at’
which are composed of a separable prefix particle
(such as an) and a base verb (such as strahlen
’beam/smile’). Both types of German MWEs
are highly frequent and highly productive in the
lexicon. In addition, the particles are notoriously
ambiguous, e.g., an has a partitive meaning in
anbeißen ’take a bite’, a cumulative meaning in
anhäufen ’pile up’, and a topological meaning
in anbinden ’tie to’ (Springorum, 2011). We
rely on two existing gold standards annotated
with compositionality ratings: GS-NN, a set of
868 German noun-noun compounds (Schulte im
Walde et al., 2016b), and GS-PV, a set of 400
particle verbs across 11 particle types (Bott et al.,
2016).

Multi-Modal Vector Space Models For the tex-
tual representation we used two sets of embed-
dings. Based on word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013),
we obtained both representations using the skip-
gram architecture with negative sampling. The
sets differ with respect to window size (5 vs. 10)
and dimensionality (400 vs. 500). As corpus re-
source we relied on the lemmatized version of the
DECOW14AX, a German web corpus containing
12 billion tokens (Schäfer and Bildhauer, 2012).

The visual features rely on images downloaded
from the bing search engine, following Kiela et al.
(2016). We queried 25 images per word, and con-

verted all images into high-dimensional numerical
representations by using the caffe toolkit (Jia et al.,
2014) and pre-trained models. In the default set-
ting, a word is represented in the visual space by
the mean vector of its 25 image representations.
As image-recognition neural network models, we
used: (i) GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), a 22-
layer deep network; we obtained vectors by using
the value of the last layer before the final softmax,
containing 1024 elements (= dimensionality). (ii)
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), a neural net-
work with five convolutional layers (4,096-dim).

The multi-modal representations were com-
bined by applying mid-fusion between textual and
visual representation, i.e., concatenation of the L2-
normalized representations (Bruni et al., 2014)1

3 Experiments

Predicting Compositionality For the prediction
of compositionality, we represented the mean-
ings of the multi-word expressions and their con-
stituent words by textual, visual and textual+visual
(i.e., multi-modal) vectors. The similarity of a
compound–constituent vector pair as measured by
the cosine was taken as the predicted degree of
compound–constituent compositionality, and the
overall ranking of pair similarities was compared
to the gold standard compositionality ratings us-
ing Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation Coeffi-
cient ρ (Siegel and Castellan, 1988).

1Experiments with other fusion techniques showed that
mid-fusion performs best.
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Figure 2: Overall prediction of compositionality for GS-NN (heads) and GS-PV.

Lexical, Empirical and Visual Filters The ex-
periments compare the predictions of composi-
tionality across all targets in the gold standards.2

Furthermore, we zoom into factors that might in-
fluence the quality of predictions: (A) the impact
of lexical and empirical target properties, i.e.,
ambiguity (relying on the DUDEN dictionary3,
frequency (as provided by the gold standards), ab-
stractness and imageability (as taken from Köper
and Schulte im Walde (2016)); (B) optimisation
of the visual space: (i) In accordance with hu-
man concept processing (Paivio, 1990), including
image representations should be more useful for
words which are visual. We therefore apply the
dispersion-based filter suggested by Kiela et al.
(2014). The filter decides whether to include per-
ceptual information for a specific word or not, re-
lying on a pairwise similarity between all images
of a concept. The underlying idea is that highly
visual concepts are visualised by similar pictures
and thus trigger a high average similarity between
the word’s images. Abstract concepts, on the other
hand, are expected to provide a lower dispersion.
For a given word, the filter decides about using
only the textual representation, or both the textual
and visual representations, depending on the dis-
persion value and a predefined threshold (set to the
median of all the dispersion values). (ii) We apply
an imageability filter based on external imageabil-
ity norms (Köper and Schulte im Walde, 2016),
to successively include only images for the most
imaginable target words. This filter is applied in
the same way as dispersion. (iii) We suggest a
novel clustering filter, that performs a clustering of
the 25 images for a given concept, using the algo-

2We focus on the model with window 5 and 500 dimen-
sions, and GoogLeNet as the overall best approach.

3www.duden.de

rithm from Apidianaki (2010), and includes only
images from the largest image cluster, cf. Figure 1.

Results and Discussion Figure 2 present the
prediction results for the two gold standards, GS-
NN and GS-PV. For GS-NN, we focus on predict-
ing the compositionality for compound–head pairs
(ignoring compound–modifier pairs), in order to
have a more parallel setup to GS-PV, where the
particle verb compositionality focuses on the con-
tribution of the base verb. The figures show the re-
sults across all targets. Note that the vertical axis,
showing the range of Spearman’s ρ are different
for both results.

Figures 3 and 4 zoom into target subsets re-
garding target ambiguity (one sense vs. mul-
tiple senses), frequency, abstractness vs. con-
creteness, imageability, and compositionality. The
bars refer to the textual model, the multi-modal
model (including all images for all targets), and
the best results obtained when using the disper-
sion/imageability/clustering4 filters.

The plots demonstrate that overall the multi-
modal model provides only a tiny gain for GS-
NN in comparison to the text-only model, which
is however significant using Steiger’s test (p <
0.001) (Steiger, 1980). All filters worsen the re-
sults. For GS-PV, we also obtain a significant
improvement by the multi-modal model, but only
when applying the imageability or the clustering
filter to the visual information. The main differ-
ences in the overall noun and verb results are em-
phasised in Figure 5, comparing the successive in-
crease of images to the multi-modal model in com-
parison to the textual model, based on the disper-
sion and imageability filters. Note that the textual

4For the clustering filter, we focus on a combination with
the imageability filter, which provided the best results.
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Figure 3: Prediction of compositionality for GS-NN heads.
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Figure 4: Prediction of compositionality for GS-PV.
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Figure 5: Prediction of compositionality: effect of dispersion and imageability filters.
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model baselines are very different for the two gold
standards, ρ = .65 for GS-NN and ρ = .22 for
GS-PV. Regarding the nouns, the multi-modality
improves the textual modality when adding the im-
ages for the ≈35% most imaginable words, and
when adding all images. Regarding the verbs,
the multi-modality improves the textual modality
in most proportions, reaching its maximum when
adding images for ≈80% of the most imaginable
verbs; when adding the ≈10% of the least imag-
inable verbs, the model strongly drops in its per-
formance. For the dispersion filter, the tendencies
are less clear. We conclude that the visual infor-
mation adds to the textual information either by
adding all (potentially noisy) images because the
textual information is rich by itself; or by adding a
selection of images (unless they are overly dissim-
ilar to each other, or for non-imaginable targets),
because the textual information by itself is poor.

Zooming into target subsets, the predictions for
monosemous targets are better than those for am-
biguous targets (significant for GS-NN), see Fig-
ure 3; ditto for low-frequency vs. high-frequency
targets. Taking frequency as an indicator of am-
biguity, these differences are presumably due to
the difficulty of distinguishing between multiple
senses in vector spaces that subsume the features
of all word senses within one vector, which applies
to our textual and multi-modal models.

The gold standard predictions strongly differ re-
garding the influence of target abstractness, im-
ageability and compositionality. For GS-NN, the
compositionality of concrete and imaginable tar-
gets is predicted better than for abstract and less
imaginable targets, as one would expect and has
been shown by Kiela et al. (2014); for GS-PV, the
opposite is the case. Similarly, while for GS-NN
highly compositional targets are predicted worse
than low- and mid-compositional targets, for GS-
PV mid-compositional targets are predicted much
worse than low- and high-compositional targets.
These differences in results point to questions that
have still been unsolved across research fields:
while humans can easily grasp intuitions about the
abstractness, imageability and compositionality of
nouns, the categorisations are difficult to define for
verbs (Glenberg and Kaschak, 2002; Brysbaert et
al., 2014). Particle verbs add to this complexity,
especially since compositionality (rating) is typi-
cally reduced to the semantic relatedness between
the complex verb and the base verb, ignoring the

particle that however contributes a considerable
portion of meaning to the complex verb.

4 Conclusion

The paper demonstrated strong differences in the
effect of adding visual information to a textual
neural network model, when predicting the com-
positionality for nominal vs. verbal MWE targets.
The visual modality adds complementary features
in cases where (a) the textual modality performs
poorly, and images of the most imaginable tar-
gets are added, or (b) the textual modality per-
forms well, and all available –potentially noisy–
images are added. Image filters relying on image-
ability and a novel clustering filter positively affect
the verbal but not the nominal perceptual feature
spaces.
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